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LING LING ULTRA LOUNGE RETURNS WITH THE ULTIMATE SEASON OPENING PARTY AT 
ATLANTIS THE ROYAL 

Located on the 23rd floor of one of The World’s 50 Best Hotels, Ling Ling Ultra Lounge will open 
the season with an exclusive, one-night performance by international DJ, James Zabiela. 

 
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates – Ling Ling Ultra Lounge, Dubai's newest entertainment hotspot, will reopen 

its doors at Atlantis The Royal on Thursday 5th October. This opulent hideaway, located on the 23rd floor 

of Ling Ling, by Tao Group Hospitality, provides an intimate and exclusive bar and nightlife experience, 

seamlessly transitioning guests from the evening to the early hours of the morning. Featuring just 10 

tables, each accommodating up to 10 people, guests can enjoy bottle service, handcrafted cocktails, and 

premium bubbles. Plus, an exceptional entertainment line-up including international DJ, James Zabiela, 

who will grace the decks for one night only to mark the winter season’s arrival.  

Overlooking Atlantis The Royal’s expansive Skypool, Cloud 22, and boasting breathtaking views of the 

glittering Dubai skyline and Arabian Gulf, guests will be able to enjoy Dubai’s hottest weekend destination 

every Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 11pm to 3am. Designed by the Parisian duo Gilles & Boissier, 

Ling Ling Ultra Lounge aims to take guests on a journey through the night in a dynamic and electric space. 

The venue offers a vibrant aesthetic, playing with colours, light features, sophisticated materials, and 

natural elements. Framed in cerused oak panelling and contrasted with an interactive LED strip ceiling, 

Ling Ling Ultra Lounge features a marble-rich bar, plush pink sofas, and chic marble tables – the perfect 

destination for drinks after dinner.  

The ambience will be elevated by a hypnotic soundtrack of deep electronic music with DJ Darko taking to 

the decks before the renowned DJ, James Zabiela welcomes in the winter season with an unforgettable 

opening party. Zabiela has become a beloved figure in the electronic music scene, thanks to his 

unparalleled technical prowess in live performances, captivating electronic music enthusiasts worldwide. 

Following his performance, resident DJs at Ling Ling Ultra Lounge will include DJ Arina on Thursdays and 

Fridays with tech house, melodic techno, and progressive house, while DJ Michelle Grant will play a 

mixture of organic house and melodic techno on Saturdays. Ling Ling Ultra Lounge will also continue to 

dominate the entertainment scene, welcoming a line-up of notable guest DJs in the upcoming months for 

the perfect night out. 
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With cocktails at the heart of what makes a great Ling Ling experience, Ling Ling Ultra Lounge offers an 

intriguing and evolving menu curated by the talented beverage team inspired by a unique journey 

throughout Asia. Introducing the captivating persona of Madame Ling Ling, a woman of boundless 

adventure and curiosity, every drink on the menu embodies one of her remarkable stops along the way. 

From the "Chaweng" tribute to Thailand, artfully blending zesty lime and fiery sriracha, to the "Kozhikode," 

where Madame Ling Ling's journey through India is celebrated with a tantalising concoction of chai spices 

and luscious pomegranate, guests can look forward to a journey of flavours and untold discoveries. 

A global leader in premium hospitality, Tao Group Hospitality operates more than 80 locations in over 20 

markets. From best-in-class cuisine, including Michelin-starred restaurants, to award-winning nightlife 

and world-renowned daylife, venues include the likes of TAO, Hakkasan, OMNIA, Marquee, LAVO, Beauty 

& Essex, and Wet Republic. 

Ling Ling Ultra Lounge will be open every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday from 11pm to 3am, commencing 

on Thursday 5th October – strictly 21+. A minimum spend of 5,000 AED is required to secure a table. To 

find out more about Ling Ling Ultra Lounge or to make a reservation, guests can log onto 

www.linglingdubai.com,   email reservations@linglingdubai.com or call +971 56 997 1642. Alternatively, 

they can visit @linglingdubai. 

***ENDS*** 

MEDIA ENQUIRIES 
 
Hannah Cole 
F&B PR Manager, Public Relations 
Mobile: (+971) 585192067 

Email: hannah.cole@atlantisdubai.com  

For further information about Atlantis please call +971 4 426 1000, or visit www.atlantis.com/dubai . Both low and 

high resolution colour photography of Atlantis is available at media.atlantisthepalm.com.  

About Ling Ling 
Ling Ling is a unique destination dining and ultra lounge experience by Tao Group Hospitality. Featuring 
contemporary Asian dishes meant to be shared, coupled with an extensive drinks menu, exquisite dining space and 
an eclectic, high-energy soundtrack, Ling Ling is designed to evolve from drinking to dining to dancing – in no 
particular order. Located on the 22nd and 23rd floors of Atlantis The Royal, the city’s newest and most ultra-luxury 

http://www.linglingdubai.com/
mailto:reservations@linglingdubai.com
http://www.atlantis.com/dubai
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entertainment resort, Ling Ling overlooks the resort’s expansive Skypool, Cloud 22 with partial views of the glittering 
Dubai skyline and Arabian Gulf. 
 
Ling Ling’s intent is to create a communal experience whereby guests are encouraged to embark on a culinary 
journey through the menu, sampling a variety of bites and dishes during the visit. A destination dining contemporary 
Asian restaurant, Ling Ling fuses taste, sight, and sound to provide guests with the feeling that they can take on the 
world, or another world for that matter. For those looking for a new and exciting ‘what hasn’t happened yet’ 
experience, Ling Ling is a culturally rich, multi-sensory dining and late-night party experience, where guests come 
for evenings to be remembered, and late nights to be sometimes forgotten. In April 2023, Ling Ling received an 
honourable mention in the world-leading restaurant guide Gault&Millau. 
 
About Tao Group Hospitality 
Tao Group Hospitality delivers distinctive culinary and premium entertainment experiences through its portfolio of 
restaurants, nightclubs, lounges, and daylife venues. Tao Group Hospitality acquired Hakkasan Group in April 2021. 
The combined company operates over 80 locations in over 20 markets across four continents and features a 
collection of widely recognized hospitality brands. These include TAO, Hakkasan, OMNIA, Marquee, LAVO, Beauty & 
Essex, Wet Republic, Yauatcha, Ling Ling, Cathédrale, Little Sister, The Highlight Room, Sake No Hana, Jewel, and 
more. Tao Group Hospitality is part of Mohari Hospitality, an investment firm focused on the luxury lifestyle and 
hospitality sectors. 
 
About Atlantis The Royal 
The new iconic landmark of Dubai, Atlantis The Royal welcomes guests to an experience that will completely redefine 
their perspective of luxury. Crafted by the world’s leading designers, architects and artists, this is a destination where 
everything has been designed to challenge the boundaries of imagination. Atlantis The Royal ignites the horizon with 
a collection of 795 elegant Rooms, Suites and Signature Penthouses. Featuring stunning views of the Dubai skyline 
and Arabian Sea, 44 of them have private infinity pools. The resort delivers a curated array of awe-inspiring 
experiences, inviting guests to swim amongst the clouds in sky pools, be dazzled by fountains that breathe fire or 
dine at more celebrity chef restaurants than anywhere else in the world. Guests are taken on a journey of the 
impossible, with artful masterpieces, iconic entertainment and beautiful craftsmanship at every turn, where the 
highest level of service will set a new standard in excellence.  
Atlantis The Royal is the place where something incredible happens at every moment. 
 
This is Atlantis The Royal.   
 
This Is It. 
 
www.atlantis.com/atlantis-the-royal 
 


